Abstract— Spin-valves are applied in a variety of devices including magnetic sensors and isolators. The linear spin-valve sensing element is configured as a Wheatstone bridge consisting of four sensing resistors. The sensing devices are characterized by three parameters: the sensing field range, sensitivity and linearity. The devices using linear spin-valve sensing elements exhibit excellent performance. A Linear magnetic field sensor constructed of a bridge with 4 μm wide line serpentine resistors shows a sensitivity of 1.6 mV/V-Oe in the operation range of –5 Oe to 5 Oe. An analog magnetic isolator constructed of a bridge with 4 μm wide line serpentine resistors exhibits superior performance with a sensitivity of 1.27 mV/V-mA and a linearity error less than 0.05%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Spin valves have been extensively investigated and applied in a variety of linear device applications. These include, for example, magnetic read heads, magnetic field sensors and GMR (giant magnetoresistance) isolators [1-4]. The sensing element in the devices is commonly configured as a Wheatstone bridge consisting of four sensing resistors. The typical spin-valve resistor is made into the serpentine stripe, where the pinned layer is fixed in the transverse direction by exchange coupling with an antiferromagnetic layer (e.g. CrPtMn), and only the free layer is allowed to respond to the signal fields. The spin-valve sensing resistor offer significant advantages over other types of the sensing resistors, e.g. AMR (anisotropy magnetoresistance) sensing resistor and hall effect sensing resistors. The signal response of the spin-valve resistors is at least five times larger than the response of the AMR resistor in an equivalent field, leading to greater sensitivity, lower detection thresholds and simpler circuits. In addition, compared to the parabolic resistance change to a magnetic field for an AMR resistor, the linear spin-valve resistor is inherently linear if the hysteresis is suppressed. In this work, low hysteresis linear spin-valve sensing resistors were successfully prepared and utilized in magnetic devices including magnetic bridge sensors and analog isolators. The devices were evaluated with regard to the operation range, sensitivity and linearity.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The spin-valve multilayers used in this work were deposited on Si/Si3N4(2kÅ) substrates. The serpentine sensing resistors were patterned using photolithography and Ar ion beam milling. The resistor stripe geometries are typically 2-6 μm wide lines and 2 μm spaces with taper-shaped ends. The size of resistor stripe is 40 μm x 70 μm. The resistance of the resistor is around 2.5 kΩ. For the design and fabrication detail of the sensing resistor, see reference [5]. Beside the sensing resistors, all other features and metal connection were defined by standard photolithography and wet/dry chemical etching techniques. The testing of the final devices were done with a test station.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSS

A. Characterization of linear spin-valve resistor

The sensing element plays a key role in determining the device performance. Fig. 1 shows the MR loop of a 4 μm spin-valve serpentine resistor. The spin valve is with a configuration of Ta30Å-NiFeCo35Å-Ta40Å-NiFeCo42.5Å-CoFe12.5Å-Cu25Å-CoFe43.5Å-CrPtMn325Å.

Fig. 1. GMR transfer curve of a 4 μm linear spin-valve serpentine resistor. The spin valve is with a configuration of Ta30Å-NiFeCo35Å-Ta40Å-NiFeCo42.5Å-CoFe12.5Å-Cu25Å-CoFe43.5Å-CrPtMn325Å.
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of the device can be calculated from the effective anisotropy \( H_k \) of the free layer as well as the shields and/or flux concentrators applied. The \( H_k \) is determined by three factors: the relative orientation of the easy axis of the sensing layer, the thickness of the sensing layer and the resistor linewidth. The \( H_k \) decreases as the resistor linewidth increases. As a comparison of a \( H_k \) of 29 Oe with a 4 \( \mu \)m linewidth, the \( H_k \) is 62.8 Oe with a 2 \( \mu \)m linewidth, 40.4 Oe with a 3 \( \mu \)m linewidth and 20.5 Oe with a 6 \( \mu \)m linewidth. Since the GMR changes very little with the change of the resistor linewidth, the sensitivity increases with an increase of the resistor linewidth. Another important device parameter is the linearity error, which is mainly due to the hysteresis of the sensing layer. In order to reduce/eliminate the hysteresis, several detrimental effects need to be minimized. The first one is the Barkhausen Noise, which is mainly due to the creation and annihilation of domain walls during the magnetization reversal of the sensing layer. The second one is the fringe field from the pinned layer, which is highly nonuniform and can affect the magnetization reversal of the free layer and cause a degradation of linearity. The third one is the dispersion of the free layer. If these detrimental effects are eliminated, the linear spin-valve sensing resistor is inherently linear. In this work, the spin valve is employed with double free layers as noted in Fig. 1, which can effectively reduce the influence of the fringe field from the pinned layer and help to adjust the bias point of the sensing resistor [5].

B. Linear Bridge Field Sensor

Fig. 2 shows the sensor arranged in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. Two resistors (\( R_2 \) and \( R_4 \)) are shielded by NiFe thick layers (~10 \( \mu \)m) while the other two sensing resistors (\( R_1 \) and \( R_3 \)) are not shielded and open to the external signal field. Each shield is 280 \( \mu \)m x 224 \( \mu \)m in size and the gap between the shields is 65 \( \mu \)m wide. The shields can not only shield the influence of the external field on the shielded resistors but also serve as the magnetic flux concentrators to magnify the external filed on the unshielded resistors. The flux concentrators increase the field seen by the resistors in the gap by a factor approximately equal to the length divided by the gap width. The bridge output reflects the resistance change of the two unshielded sensing resistors. Fig. 3 shows the response of the bridge output to the signal field.

The compensated close-loop magnetic sensor consists of a magnetic sensor, an amplifier and a feedback coil. The sensor output voltage is first amplified, and the amplifier’s output current then flows through a feedback coil to generate a magnetic field whose amplitude is the same but whose direction is opposite to the measured field. The output current converts to a proportional output voltage by placing a feedback resistor \( R_f \) in series with the coil. This magnetic feedback can improve the linearity as well as the dynamic range of the sensor. However, the on-chip feedback coil will greatly increase the power dissipation and process complexity.
C. Analog isolator

In this work, linear spin-valve sensing bridges were also successfully incorporated into analog isolators. Fig. 5 shows the simplified schematic of a magnetoresistance analog isolator. The functionality of the GMR isolator is similar to the optocoupler but operates with a different principle. A forward signal current through the on-chip coil generates a magnetic field signal, which is then transmitted and detected by the spin-valve sensing bridge on the other side of the isolation barrier. Fig. 6 shows a linear spin-valve analog isolator test cell.

![Schematic of GMR analog isolator](image)

**Fig. 5. Schematic of GMR analog isolator.**

The spin-valve sensing resistors are laid below the coil. The sensitive axis is perpendicular to the coil turns. A soft magnetic permalloy shield is laid above the coil and the serpentine resistor structures. The shield attenuates external fields while serving as a flux concentrator to the on-chip field improving coil efficiency. In the finished device, the spin valve resistors are physically isolated from the coil by an 12 µm BCB isolation barrier, which is capable of providing an isolation breakdown voltage larger than 2000V. The shield is ~ 10 µm thick, and the coil efficiency is ~ 1.5 Oe/mA. Note the coil efficiency is the ratio of the magnetic field generated on the spin-valve sensing element to the current passing through the coil. The device shows excellent performance. Fig. 7 is the isolated bridge output to the sweeping signal current through the on-chip coil in a fully processed analog isolator. The response exhibits a negligible hysteresis with a small bridge offset of ~ 2 mV.
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**Fig. 7. Isolated bridge output to the signal current sweep in a fully processed analog isolator.**

Full range of operation is from −20mA to 20 mA (Fig. 7a). The linearity error is less than 0.05% in the range of −10 mA to 10mA, where the response is virtually a straight line as shown in Fig. 7b. The sensitivity is 1.27 mV/V-mA.

### IV. Conclusion

Linear spin-valve resistors have been successfully prepared and applied in linear magnetic field sensors and analog isolators. The devices were evaluated with regard to the operation range, sensitivity and linearity. The sensors show a high sensitivity of 1.6 mV/V-Oe but with a poor linearity due to the effects of the poor shields, and the solutions for improving the sensor performance are proposed. The isolators exhibit excellent performance with a linearity error less than 0.05% in the operation range of −10 mA to 10 mA.
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